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Experiment Design 

§  long term: retrieve a music piece by thinking of it (MIIR) 
§  short term: brain-computer interfacing through music imagination 

EEG (Electroencephalography) 
§  non-invasive  

(electrodes on scalp) 
§  good temporal resolution 
§  poor spatial resolution 
§  picks up electrical noise 
§  contains movement artifacts 
 
first step: 
§  a publicly available dataset for interdisciplinary collaborations 

Music Stimuli 
§  12 audio recordings of 8 music pieces 

§  complete musical phrases + tempo cue (1 or 2 bars click) 
§  mean length without cue clicks 10.5s 
§  volume normalized 
§  tempo adjusted for pairs (with / without lyrics) 

meter songs with / without lyrics instrumental pieces 
3/4 
 

Chim Chim Cheree Emperor Waltz 
Take Me out to the Ballgame Harry Potter Theme 

4/4 Jingle Bells  Imperial March (Star Wars) 
Mary Had a Little Lamb Eine Kleine Nachtmusik 

listen to the stimuli 

Dataset & Distribution 

Questionnaires & Behavioral Testing: 
§  music experience  
§  ability to imagine sounds 
§  musical sophistication 
 
EEG Recording (240 trials per subject): 

§  beat tapping (90% score required) 
§  stimulus familiarity (80% required) 

Supplementary Code (Python) 

§  64 EEG channels + 2 reference electrodes (mastoids) @ 512 Hz 
§  4 EOG channels (recording of eye movements) 

§  current dataset size: 10 subjects  

§  under version control on github: 
§  anonymized answers for the questionnaires 
§  behavioral scores 
§  feedback for condition-4 trials 
§  Matlab code and stimuli for replicating the study 

§  available for download via http and bittorrent: 
§  raw EEG and EOG data of all trials (~700 MB per subject) 

Open Data Commons Public Domain  
Dedication and License (PDDL)  

§  ready-to-use pre-processing scripts for the raw EEG+EOG data 
(already adapted for each subject) including: 
§  bad channel removal and interpolation 
§  bandpass filtering and down-sampling 
§  eye-blink detection and artifact removal using ICA 

§  additional support for: 
§  advanced EEG analysis using MNE-Python 
§  integration into the Pylearn2+Theano framework 

for deep learning (deepthought project) 
§  export into EEGLAB (Matlab) 

3-clause BSD License 
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github.com/sstober/openmiir  

bib.sebastianstober.de/ismir2015poster.pdf  


